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Johannesburg 1984 
I felt that gravitational pull tumbling down the financial hill that Jean and I had built up 
during the course of our marriage. Glancing up, sizing where I came from. Fell over the 
edge. gripped on a ledges. Slipped off along the dark vertical craggy wall, hunted down 
by a pack of legal thirst wolfs, claiming an audit of my corporations. Preventing my 
return sabotaged. seeking moral retribution. Lynching me in perpetual darkness, along 
the greasy smears of a bottomless abyss. 

The J.H. Smilg & Co tower a few blocks off the supreme court, as familiar than the 
seventh floor stretched out counter behind which the multi task receptionist sorted 
out a stock pile of folders with a croupier dexterity behind a blackjack table. She 
grimaced over and lifted an out in the corner phone. Janine sighed a way out, 
bearing out the fascia name of the amazing blind auditor. She asked me hanging up 
the direct telephone line, “Can you go to Sun City on Friday?” 

Tempted to ventures into the unbeknown worlds. “Off Course,” I said. A few days 
later by ten into the night, I picked up Janine at her Hillbrow apartment. Drove off 
eastward outbound city street. Jazz music filled the interior as we headed along the 

national road for the Magaliesberg. Entered the homeland, to arrive a while later at 
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the gate. Facing parking guards directing a bottleneck traffic, her finger guides a 
round about way, on and up the slope deep into the grounds of the hotel. We left the
car behind, for bright flickering casino entrance lights. She leads the way on home 
grounds of a glittering rotunda, walked through of rows of dynamic one arm bandit 
machines and out the other end to a dampened sound. Cleared a mirrored corridor 
onto gambling tables, and across the room to step into an opening up immense 
high stake hall. 

Janine smirked. I left the table and roamed about. By the early hours of the morning,
I withdrew to the lounge seating. Staring at a young girl, the lingering silence across
the coffee table, arouse me to say, “I've come with a compulsive gambler.” 

Taken aback as she fired, “Are you chaffing me up?” The hours to kill, and thought, 
Our rolls didn't differ that much. Her face melted, giving way to a charming smile. Time 
caught up as we chatted with a fluttering of lights. Imagining cleaner storm in at any
moment, we rose from our seats clearing for a refreshing of the premises. In the 
trickle of people Jacqueline vanished from sight, the glitch of time Janine rose to 
her place. Flowed in our momentum, leaving the interior glitters and walked in the 
twilight fetching the car. 

At the steering wheel of the Mercedes bought from the proceeds of the takeover, 
dissimulating Aticon cash at hand when incorporated into the acquiring Saber Brothers. 
Alone on the bare traffic and wide-spread highway southwards, simmering an air 
turbulence over the blacktop that leaped the Highveld rippling hills. The golden 
parachute fraught a friendship and skill bearing no longer the Aticon weight when Hilton
had targeted the acquisition. At that level, their two-thirds joined outvoted me. The 
enigma of farsighted hope springs back to lie in the axis to the distant town of 
Vanderbijlpark, which by habit and divergence, the confluent side roads in the gradual 
growth of familiarity as I shared my two boys on their occasional outing days with 
Jacqueline.

The day I pulled up the grass sidewalk, left the car, walking up to the house. meeting the 
girl's German mother at the threshold, I followed her eyesight over my shoulder, and 
across the harsh front yard lawn, to pause on the car through the low wire mesh fence. 
Jacqueline's mother read out the number plate end part FRL saying, “Fräu-lein.” The 
syllables, of  a timber of voice, which had rhymed over time in my mind. Left me gratified 
by the esoteric symbol, understood, or in part. The intimacy that leaves people hint a 
way by. Their glittery eyes, and naive smiling, which says, We're ready to go with, finding a
room in a lunatic asylum. 

My rewarded by the takeover of fragmented construction sites, of which stems a man 
whose wife had died in her sleep. Similarly, my heart had resigned the force inciting a 
driving palpation, such as the scaffolding gaining a polluted aspect of a permanent 
structure. Workmen refrained from stirring anew each evanescence work days that left 
in the inertia the depleting construction materials. The severe ramification, of a widower
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noninclusive legal administrator of his six-year-old daughter, and heir of the estate. A 
dilemma we faced together, each from our side.

Driving from Johannesburg toward the eastern highways for a scheduled meeting with 
the widower. Approaching the splitting highway, in the shadow cast by flyover, I spotted 
on the wide open median a white gypsy caravan, and slammed on breaks. Pulling up by 
the open door, gazing through the driver's window to a mounting doubt at a sitting fat 
blob of a man waiting. I wasn't in a mood to get dragged by an indecisiveness and drive 
off. flung the door open and stepping out across tuft grass to tread up by the friendly 
invitation into the confined interior. The fortune-teller showed me to move on in the 
deep end, and take a seat at the table. He moved in across facing me. he instructed me , 
to cut the pack and draw a number of cards. the man went on dealing tarot cards to 
himself, reading off the spread. When he said, “I see a third child.” my attention split up. 
hearing him speak, though I focused on the warm feather stroke that washed through 
my body. my heart kept a glowing warmth, revealed, 'Your girl will flip over that life of 
yours.'  

The smile of Jacqueline's mother that day, short of correlating the FRL number plate. 
Taking for granted her origins, already too integrated with her husband into the 
Afrikaner lair. Refrained associating the complicit German manufactured car, dwindling 
the drives over. In the axis accruing contact, and gradual shortened time by telephone 
line. Until the day I called, and Jacqueline's mother answered with a wavering timbre of 
voice. The strained vocal cords, of a bad liar, said, “Jacqueline is getting married.” 

For a vehicular tool to a driving force, which moral relationship appended an owned 
symbolic triangulation. Watching go by, such as in a series of storefront creeping 
reflection the passage of one driving through a city street. Indistinct at the end. Though ,
such as a few days earlier hanging up the phone receiver. The sudden as convenient 
break. Than, the factory truck master mechanic who walked up that morning as I pulled 
up on the apron to a window of Duro Industries. Behind which Hilton gathered with chief
staff of the manufacturer of pressed metal door jambs and steel windows, while I step 
out the Mercedes. The mechanic paused at the rear, eyes glued to the 280 SE trunk lid 
emblem. We shared emotions, I an overextended pressured stress from bursting joy, as 
he urged me, “Will you sell the car.” 

A rising chocking, concealing a burning free of a last possession, not least my 
responsibilities toward my two boys with their mother in Kelvin. Without another 
thought, leaped back a few years, recollecting the suburban garage owner near home, 
and instant the purchased price. Replied, “Seven thousand Rand.”  instantaneous the 
mechanic nodded, 'That's fine!'  As I emerged feather light from a cupped up stress. Next
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came what to do with the cash, instinctive freed to buy an intercontinental flight ticked. 
The next moment, I pitied the man, who hadn't the vaguest idea that while I feel and 
take immense care, respect and diligent. Reared in the midst of four sister, I drove my 
vehicles into mechanical exhaustion. 

New York 1986
The corporate Oldsmobile had that distinctive symbol, not a legal owner, and likewise 
the driving force on borrowing terms, in loan my relationship with Karen. One morning, 
the car wasn't where I had parked the evening before. Freaking out searching wider the 
surrounding streets blocks, I got on a train, and a taxi to West Haven. Arrived late for 
work, to be called into the boss' office. The man wasn't making sense either, saying, “I've 
received a parking ticket for a car!” There wasn't a logic to grasp, until that afternoon, 
when he said, “The car has been found stripped clean.” 

In midtown Manhattan Karen leads the way through a pair of plate-glass doors into a 
crowded lobby. Paused, to stand by abreast at an apparent opening to a theater 
performance. After a while, she left my side and stepping off right chatting to the two 
men in suits. Idling about, I moved up to her and asked, “Do you know them?”

“No,” She replied.

In an ongoing sweeping move, I stepped away gazing in round about the glittering 
atrium, sighting people bottlenecked in right corner. I moved up asking a nearby woman, 
“What is going on here?” 

Weird to hear, “It's a Jewish singles?” I couldn't reason Karen in a cunning to spur 
jealousy, as I spoke my way in a 'hot potato' French from childhood. Flowing with the 
crowd  the elevator cabin in, and step out on a reception floor, Gail evoked studying in 
Paris. 

My boss handed over the car keys, with a revealing smirk saying, Take care of the car!  
That afternoon, in the parking lot across Micheal's Art Metal Work offices, gleamed that 
unapparent symbolic American manufactured car, seeing with relieve those long train 
journeys of a past relationship. 

In the aftermath of the car theft, the office atmosphere grew tensed, rolling in  over the 
horizon a hurricane. From a month to the next, the boss attempted to appease the staff 
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circulating rumors, emerging a man from the shadow of buying out twelve corporations. 
The promised cash flow after the takeover, instead drained working capital. Until that 
morning staff gathering, listening to the end of the saga with the accountant being 
sought for fraud across the country. The staff dispersed to vanish from sight. The boss 
oddly wearing a Texan hat in that part of the country gave me a ride down my usual 
Connecticut route home. He entered into Manhattan, and pulled into an underground 
parking. I followed him into a buzzing open plan offices, where he introduced me to a 
man. On the way out, said, “Now it's up to you!” 

Francine appeared as a fluttering up sparrow from across the ocean, in mind flown from 
her academic cage, and leaving being an apartment window above a Bar facing a stream 
of people in the street of downtown Strasbourg. 

A quarter of a century will pass, when I crossed over at the railway station platforms. In 
the underpass sniffled her scent, as I appeared treading in her every step the days when 
she traveled that route from home to get to college. The steps of her lengthy studies, at 
the end of which she qualified to start off a career in New York. 

I lost track of the symbolic driving force that anchors on vehicular toots, and in the 
change of wind, found the enigma shouldering across the Atlantic ocean continents. 
Pinned Francine's call from the Belfort region, confirming in her musical French. After an 
equal surprising call from my sister in the course of a week. Paying all my attention 
deciphering French, rather than details over the requested favor from a sister. Emerged 
a concerned mother of best friends, for a daughter to be welcomed in a strange city. 

That Friday the sparrow came by the back yard and perched on the window-sill of my 
Forest Hill apartment. Tapping with its beak the window pane, calling, 'Can I come in?'  I 
stood up and crossed the room out onto the driveway. Watched the taxi pulled up. From 
behind the swing open rear door, underneath pointed boots stepped down. a hand on a 
single bag she pulled from the seat after paying the driver. The girl's long legged Jeans 
cleared the door, appearing a cowgirl short of a Texan hat. In a sprightly gazing 
exchange, stepping forth to meet eyes saying, It's not what I expected? 
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Monday came with Francine leaving for work, and everyday left in her wake after 
breakfast in a routine a vacuum. The weeks overlapped, canceling my usual weekend 
outings with Gail. Which grew  an immense sense of juggling two girls, arouse a great 
moral pressure. In view of liberating myself, a thought nurtured in mind, She need a to be
told.  I called Gail. As usual she came from Brighton Beach. On that day we meet in 
Central Park. Clumsy and without tact, in the aftermath, I stood by on the terrace 
watching a moment, what a few life sticking words were able, breaking in on her silence, 
and taken by a windy swirl, stunt she inching away toward the flocculent greens.

Such coincidences with particular language that shapes futures, and the decades before 
revealing underlying secrets. Such as that day, Francine and I, strolling through Central 
Park and coming up to a wayside edge that split ways. Overlooking, and on across the 
pond, viewed on the terrace, which had a familiarity, since first meeting Karen at the 
Tavern on the Green. Where people dressed for a wedding roamed about. I With cunning
shifting eyes, at Francine eager to move on. I sought a deeper meaning at her psyche 
resisting from being drawn into a Jewish wedding in full swing. 

I resorted to the easier pursuit of the deep-seated symbol of the incidental crossing of 
ways that signals a spiritual wedding. In such a reflective esoteric tale, a selective force 
to being living in my image. The force of volition tampering, at playing dolls. Since my 
divorce placing either women across my way, or vice versa while accruing an emergent 
and voluminous force, for births and reserved in the cosmic zoological gardens. This 
force of volition has a particular foresight on parental model, puppeteer through the 
strings of a virtual harp, angelic music evolving wisdom.

In contact through the intermediary of my French sister, feeling a hunted down animal, 
tracking Francine's body language, I precipitated my departure. On the day of my 
departure, I ripped up an existential fabric, which wasn't approachable with words 
between Francine and I. Arriving at JFK, a ground hostess approached, and said, “The 
flight is canceled.” Vulnerable at facing an uncertain future, far from seeing my place in 
her life, the force of volition replicated, though I assured myself not to fall in the grip of 
my destiny. There and then, I reschedule my flight to Paris at earliest a week on. 

France 1990
A contract laid out for me to manage a construction project at the heart of Paris, which I 
had opted for. Risky, with a trial period on construction sites. Incidental, living with 
Francine under my skin, symbolic anchor by the loan of my sister's Fiat, driving to the 
local based contractor head quarters, from where on to construction sites. The evening 
returning from work to enter the suburban and in the vicinity of best friends, a few 
house away, keepers of a telepathic connection life with Francine.

Brussels 1992
Since that initial flight from Johannesburg, I have held annual open tickets to New York. 
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Claimed a few days before the expiring date, with returns visits to my sons. On route a 
variety of cities around the globe absorbed my casual visits extending stopovers. As I 
arrived in Brussels for an unscheduled flight. My French sister Ingrid called, and said, 
“Why don't you stay with Aunt Mariette, she alone in that big house.”

By a sigh volition is about to distill its lingering force, when at the thatched house in 
Beigem, soon appeared that funnel of a confluence of people. There, Martine passed her
childhood school vacations, in the very house of my mother's playmate cousin. She 
showed up one weekend, with her family sprightly coquette. 

In the course of a year, Martine and I, we stepped into a Volkswagen showroom. After 
the car salesman showed us around, I had to decide. I asked Martine, “Which one do you 
prefer?” 

The next time, I entered the workshop, and driving off in the low mileage and four door 
family Audi. Significant the precedent driver, and manager. Arrived home, where Andre 
emerged from the shadows of sidewalk tree. Unrelenting, fulfilled the symbol, as 
through time he weight heavy, by his all out attempts at recuperating his wife.  

Martine's pregnancy showed, watched by Andre retrieved, while the force of volition and
lair of conscious appeared, calmed down by the emergent sings of an assuring 
permanence. In Forest, we bought the immovable number fifteen on the sweeping 
avenue. The 1912 aristocratic teachers in that period of construction, coincided with 
another enigma, father's birth year by his deposit provider initiating the transaction.  
rhyming Marie Henriette with Mariette, the preemptive symbols reach conclusive the 
widow financing the six apartment renovation project.
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